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Abstract:	Understanding the physical state of structural components is essential to 
diagnose their remaining life and prevent impending failure. Structural Health Monitoring 
(SHM) methods based on propagating elastic waves, such as guided wave ultrasonics 
and acoustic emission (AE), are highly popular in large-scale structures as elastic waves 
may propagate long distances with small amplitude decay depending on wave mode and 
frequency. However, it is important to understand all layers of measurement from 
damage source, propagating medium to sensing level for extracting the relationship 
between the measured data and the physical quantity while the complexity and scale of 
civil structural systems cause such approach difficult. In the first part of the talk, effective 
formulation of high frequency wave propagation in structures using high order spectral 
elements and perfectly match layer will be presented to mimic the wave propagation in 
large-scale structures with sub-scale models.  In the second part of the talk, new Micro-
Electro-Mechanical-System (MEMS) device accommodating acoustic emission, 
accelerometer and strain sensor on a small footprint will be introduced for a complete 
SHM approach.  The talk ends with some examples of wave propagation based SHM 
methods to measure physical quantities such as cumulative stress in gusset plates and 
leak rate in pipelines. 
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